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DAOS and ReduceMail Pro Archive – The Killer Combination 
  
While the native DAOS feature of Lotus Notes reduces attachment duplication and saves space, using 
DAOS with ReduceMail Pro Archive really delivers significant space savings.  This is because DAOS is 
less effective in a multi-server environment, continuing to save duplicate attachments on each of the 
multiple servers.  ReduceMail Pro Archive, used in conjunction with DAOS can enhance server 
performance by doing a more complete job in reducing attachment duplication.  RMP Archive will 
stop the growth of the mail server and will also allow the consolidation of attachments to occur over 
multiple servers in a multi-server environment. 

 

How It Works 

The DAOS component performs attachment consolidation by annexing a link reference to an 
attachment to an email instead of annexing the attachment itself.  Because of the way the reference is 
programmed in in the underlying code, it generally limits the storage of attachments to one per kind 
per server. 

ReduceMail Pro Archive adds another layer of efficiency by placing attachments from multiple servers 
onto a single archive server.  This allows DAOS to further consolidate attachments that came from 
different servers resulting in even more space savings and server efficiency. 

 

More Attachment Management with ReduceMail Pro Attach 

For organizations that allow full-text indexing of attachments, DAOS is less efficient than ReduceMail 
Pro Attach.  With DAOS, once the attachments are indexed, the attachment information is 
reduplicated.  ReduceMail Pro Attach consolidates attachments such that when the attachments are 
indexed, they are never reduplicated in the indices. 

 

Reap Additional Benefits from Mail Archiving 

ReduceMail Pro archive offers many advantages beyond DAOS enhancement.  These include: 

• optimization of server performance 
• reduction of storage costs 
• maximization of workforce productivity and profitability 
• maintenance of retrievable business records for litigation and regulatory needs 


